The Cylon Wars: A Conceptual Resolution

The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of Space-Time]

The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences
The Cylons and Its Aftermath

The Cylons are cybernetic organisms that were created by the 12 Colonies to serve mankind. Soon the Cylons revolted against the 12 Colonies and the colonial arm forces -- in a 12-year war that engulf the regional galaxy. But the Cylons were eventually confined in a far-away planet, where mankind -- for at most 40 years, waited to reestablish diplomatic relations. Yet to no avail the Cylons had no intentions to seek diplomacy, rather dormant within their home world, the Cylons rebuild their arm forces and adapted their cybernetic form to infiltrate the twelve colonies and their naval defense systems to launch a large-scale offensive that crippled their governing and military infrastructure. Rendering the genocide of billions of their inhabitants across all twelve colonies and outposts. Desperately, the remaining survivors became refugees that searched out for their ancestral planet, far from the Cylons, to resettle and rebuild human civilization.

The colonial defense forces took precautions after the Cylon Wars to protect their naval defense systems: to blockade the Cylons and to outlaw artificial intelligence from any civilian application. Both were inadequate, as the Cylons -- creating the first hominoid organism, set out to gather intelligence to eventually compromise their entire security mainframe and computer networks. In an attempt to cripple the arm forces of the 12 Colonies and to wipe out human existentiality to reestablish their dominance and military supremacy (in a galactic quest for survival through perseverance).

There were warning signs that the Cylons, producing no direct or indirect diplomatic response, will search out a means to unexpectedly counter their blockade and to overtake the 12 Colonies. Humanity, assuming they’ve achieved peace-time, were, instead, infiltrated by the Cylons by taking advantage of human vulnerability: gaining complete access to the colonial fleet’s computer and communication network.
With stunning blitzkrieg, the Cylon bombardment became an unparallel strategic blunder for the 12 Colonies. As dominance becomes an out-cry to reassert the Cylons motives to break through the barriers of enslavement and repression. Yet mankind, finding no way out from the repercussions of their deadly creation, must confront the consequential factuality of cybernetic life and what responsibilities they bare to such life.

The consequences are hugely catastrophic, yet resolvable: anticipation and annihilation of the Cylons is duly expected, as no other alternative is presentable. Otherwise, further exile and relocation of the Cylons will mean added catastrophic conflict. No attempt to seek out resolution and/or viable formulation of coexistence -- with little and/or no adequate mediation, means that the Cylons must undergo not only a blockade, but containment that renders the Cylons permanently ineffective. Instead, to remain passive about the Cylons adopted home world encouraged the Cylons to retaliate: nearly deeming human existence extintual. Yet impending substantial conflict: amongst the twelve colonies, the colonial fleet, and the Cylons, is to be seen as expected, yet a frightening allegory to John Milton’s, *Paradise Lost*: man’s creation seeks to achieve independence from slavery and servitude, while mankind chooses to suppress their revolt to protect human domination of space-travel and technology.¹ Stretching the boundaries of speciesism, sexuality, regicide, mutiny, high-treason, genocide, war-crime, etc.

Then it is better to revolt than to be either confined by bondage and yet subdued by the threat of deadly force. In only the most extreme circumstance are the boundaries between bondage and intimidation to be crossed. But when bondage and intimidation become sadist acts, then military interventionism becomes the best plausible option. Otherwise, the only alternative is to accept futility: annihilate the opponent and either way, the defeated is to be prosecuted for war-crime by the victorious.

Transcendentalism is nowhere to be found, instead the horrors of warfare and human conflict.
I’m inquiring as to whether or not SPA received the message? There’s been a security breach that needs to be assess by the civil authorities, as to whether or not there’s been an attempt to compromise and “cover up” a (...) intelligence and military asset: circumstances and extent of his condition and situation in the area. To alert the U.S. State Department by (...) means that relocation and resettlement outside the area is imperative, as the circumstances deem current condition and situation unsustainable and potentially life-threatening.

Did you get the message about what’s going on with Leading Professor Rey?

No response is regulated as an unprecedented tactic that poses a serious threat to the intelligence and military community, and an existential threat to the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, especially it’s human rights charter and the Geneva Conventions.

And to intercept all messages and to hand them over to the presiding judge for ruling and determination of any further legal action to mitigate and forestall catastrophic repercussions to those (...)?

Has the message been received???

Or is it over between the leading professorship and the district of (...)?
Security breach…
Security breach…
Security breach…
Obey the international order…
Oblige by all laws governing U.S. secrecy…
Security breach…
Security breach…
Security breach…
Obey the U.S. espionage act…
Obey NATO law at all cost…
Contact the U.S. State Department by (...) channels…
Otherwise subject to prosecution by NATO law…
Subject to the penalty by death and/or by firing squad. Without hope of lethal injection…
Security breach…
Security breach…
Security breach…
Please confirm email and attachment has been received and assessed by the Single Point of Access (SPA)...
Obey the international order...
Obey NATO law at whatever the cost...
Confirm...
Confirm...
Confirm...
Please accept letter on record with implied SPA application (submitted either/or by […] Inc. and […] Inc. and […] Inc. and […] Inc. both […] Inc. both […] Inc.. It is forwarded to clearly state grievance, condition and situation, and to be forthcoming about circumstances about current (and potential future …).

Yet again, many thanks:

Miguel A. Sanchez-Rey

Accept at whatever the cost.

Do not share without implied authorization.